
 
 

 

 

Year 4 

 Curriculum Planning 

 

 

Autumn Term  



Below is a brief summary of this term's curriculum planning for your child. The aim is to 

inform parents about the work children are likely to undertake in different subject areas in the 

coming term.   

 

We hope you will find the information interesting and useful in supporting your child's 

learning at home. However, it is important to note that this should not be used as a tick list. 

Flexibility is always important in education and it is quite possible that teachers may deviate 

from their plan for several very good reasons. 

 
Please feel free to discuss any aspect of these planning notes with the appropriate teacher. 

 
 
ENGLISH 

 
Reading  

• Regular 1:1 and group reading with the Teacher or Teaching Assistant 

• Shared whole class reading: Danny the Champion of the World by Roald Dahl 

• Children are expected to read regularly at home 
 
Writing 

• Exploring narrative: Characterisation, setting and plot 

• Poetry on a theme  

• Sentence level: Improving sentence construction, grammar and punctuation 
 
Comprehension 

• Developing comprehension skills through tasks linked with a range of curricular 
subjects 

 

Spoken Language 

• Performing poetry, reading aloud in class 

• Weekly opportunities to discuss topical issues (What is in the news?, Reach Out 

Reporter) 

• Sharing personal news 

 
Spelling 

• Weekly spelling tests (focusing on a particular blend, pattern or strategy each week) 

• Consolidation of the Year 4 statutory words 
 
Handwriting 

• Weekly practice of consistent joined handwriting 

 

Vocabulary, Grammar and Presentation 

• Speech marks, contractions and revision of sentence structure 

• First, second and third person 

• Fronted adverbial phrases 

• Verb tenses – past, present and future 

• Powerful verbs and their use 

• Common and proper nouns 

 



MATHEMATICS  
The scheme ‘Maths – No Problem!’ incorporates the use of concrete aids, manipulatives, 

problem solving and group work. It meets the requirements of the 2014 National Curriculum. 

This research based approach revisits concepts in a ‘spiral’ curriculum and focuses on 

teaching to a mastery level so that children develop a deep understanding of mathematical 

concepts. 

 
Weekly times tables tests and daily oral, mental mathematics.  
 
Numbers to 10,000  

• Counting in thousands, hundreds, tens and ones  

• Using Place Value  

• Rounding numbers  

• Counting in Sixes, Sevens and Nines  

• Comparing and ordering numbers  
 
Addition and subtraction within 10,000  

• Finding differences  

• Adding and Subtracting using Mental Strategies  

• Written addition and subtraction  

• Solving Word Problems  
 
Multiplication and Division  

• Multiplying and dividing by 6,7,9,11 and 12.  

• Word problems  

• Dividing with remainder  

• Multiplying 2 digit and 3 digit numbers  
 
Graphs  

• Drawing and Reading Bar and Line Graphs  
 
Fractions  

• Writing Mixed numbers  

• Finding Equivalent Fractions  

 
SCIENCE  
 
Habitats 

• Introduction to habitats and their features 

• Exploring local micro-habitats  

• Identifying different types of habitats (on a global scale) 

• Grouping organisms 

• How creatures are suited to their habitat  

• Classification keys and branching diagrams 

• Food chains and food webs 

• Endangered species and the protection of their habitats 
 
Animals, including Humans 

• Structure and function of teeth 

• The digestive system of humans 

• Comparing herbivores, carnivores and omnivores 
 



HISTORY 

 

Ancient Greece 

• Mapping Ancient Greek City-States 

• Systems of Government 

• City states: Comparing Athens and Sparta 

• Warfare 

• Who did the ancient Greeks worship and why? 

• Daily Life 

• The impact of the ancient Greek civilisation on life today 

 
GEOGRAPHY 
 
The Environment 

• What is the environment? 

• The Country Code 

• To understand how people affect the environment 

• Waste management: “Reduce, Re-use and Recycle” 

• Visit to a landfill site (Carymoor Education Centre) 

• Expressing views on environmental issues and justifying them 

• Deforestation case study: The Amazon rainforest 
 

RELIGIOUS STUDIES  
We will be looking at aspects of Christianity and Hinduism throughout this academic year. 

• Introduction to the Hindu religion 

• Hindu celebrations – Diwali  

• Harvest Festival 

• Advent 

• The Christmas Journey 
 

 
PERSONAL, SOCIAL, HEALTH AND ECONOMICEDUCATION 
(PSHEE)  
PSHE is taught within other subjects where cross-curricular links are relevant. For example, 
using the themes encountered in our class reading book. 

• New beginnings 

• Bullying - What it is, how we deal with it, how we help to stop it 

• Resilience and Perseverance 

• Recognising and managing emotions: 
-  Understanding loss and separation 
-  Understanding changes in family dynamics 

• Healthy Relationships 

• Being a good friend and how to support your friends  

 
PHILOSOPHY (P4C) 
Weekly lessons to develop the following: 

• Develop respect and understanding for the views of others 

• Connect ideas together, using the ‘linking our thinking’ strategies 

• Use appropriate language when having a conversation 

• Be able to debate issues, using developing skills and language 



• Formulate their own questions from a given stimulus, with an increasing awareness 

of what makes a philosophical question 

• Begin to be able to discuss world and current affairs 

• Develop an awareness of ethical questions 

 
FRENCH  

• Où habites-tu? Where do you live? 

• Write simple fact file about where they live. 

• Revise body parts and colours 

• Draw and label parts of the body – describe and draw a monster. 

• Revise numbers 1-30. Introduce numbers to 40. 

• Revise vocabulary for la famille.  

• Revise how to ask how many brothers and sisters you have. To understand the 
questions. 

• As-tu des frères ou des soeurs? Have you any brothers or sisters? 

• To be able to say j’ai (I have? And je n’ai pas de (I haven’t any…)  

• Write sentences about ma famille (my family) 

 
COMPUTING  
There are five strands to the Computing Curriculum and children will be learning how to code 
as well as developing skills using a variety of software and technology. 
 
 Computer Science/Programming 

• Children will learn to design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific 
goals, and by solving problems by decomposing them into smaller parts 

• Children will use sequence, selection, and repetition in programs; work with variables 
and various forms of input and output 

• Children will use logical reasoning to explain how some simple algorithms work and 
to detect and correct errors in algorithms and programs 

• Children will start to understand computer networks including the internet; how they 
can provide multiple services, such as the World Wide Web 

• Children will learn to appreciate how search results are selected and ranked 
 
Data Handling/Technology in our lives 

• Children will use search technologies effectively 
• Children will select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet 

services) on a range of digital devices to design and create a range of programs, 
systems and content that accomplish given goals, including collecting, analysing, 
evaluating and presenting data and information 

 
Digital Literacy 

• Children will learn to understand the opportunities networks offer for communication 
and collaboration 

• Children will learn to be discerning in evaluating digital content 
• Children will learn to use technology safely, respectfully and responsibly; recognise 

acceptable/unacceptable behaviour; identify a range of ways to report concerns 
about content and contact 

 
 
 
 



MUSIC 
 

• To listen to and analyse a variety of musical styles 

• To explore the ‘Carnival of the Animals’ by Saint-Saens 

• To sing unison and part songs 

• To use tuned and untuned percussion to explore the Elements of Music 

• To start to use pitch notation alongside rhythm notation 

• To experience double bass ‘taster’ sessions with a bass specialist 

• To prepare hymns and carols for Harvest and the Carol Service 

 
 
ART  

 

• Sketching and drawing. Establishing shades and a wide tonal range, including the   
concept of value when shading 

• Exploring landscapes and the components of a good composition 

• Looking at the work of established and well-known landscape painters 

• To create landscapes using different media – paint, collage, charcoal and mixed 
media inspired by a real life landscape 

 
DESIGN TECHNOLOGY 
 

• To learn to design and problem solve using the process of trial and error and working 
as a team. Challenge based activities with STEM based content 

• Up-cycling design projects to include design briefs and working to specifications 

• Creating something useful to use or wear by recycling materials 

• Investigating different joins and ways of connecting materials 

• Evaluating products against the original specifications and identifying   
strengths and areas for development 

 
SPORT AND WELLBEING  

During the course of the school year children will take part in the following activities in 
rotation: 

• Swimming  

• Dance 

• Hand Eye Coordination (racquet sports) 

• Gymnastics 
 

GAMES  

Boys’ Rugby 

• Core skills 

• Handling 

• Introduction to contact 

• Develop tackling 

• Fixtures against other schools 

Girls’ Hockey 

• Introduction to basic skills – push passing, hitting and tackling. 

• Learning rules and beginning to develop tactical play. 

• Fixtures against other schools. 



 

Sample of Weekly science homework, weekly spelling homework 

 

 
 

Monday 
 

English  Reading 
Spellings and Times 

tables 

 
 

Tuesday 
 

Maths  
 

Reading 
Spellings and Times 

tables 

 
 

Wednesday 
 

 Reading 
Spellings and Times 

tables 

 
 

Thursday 
 

Science Reading 
Spellings and Times 

tables 

 
 

Friday 
 

 Reading 
Spellings and Times 

tables 

 


